
 

                          St Mary’s C of E Primary School and Nursery, Shawbury 
Policy for Community Cohesion 

 

School Vision 
We are a Church of England School working together to inspire and empower each child to lead a happy and fulfilling life. 
School Mission Statement 

We will provide a Challenging, Caring and Broad Education of the highest quality to develop every child to their full 
potential within a Christian Framework. 

 

School Aims 

Within an environment which teaches respect for each other we aim: 
 

 to encourage all children to participate in physical activity and to adopt healthy lifestyles. 
 

 to provide a safe, secure and enjoyable environment for all pupils whilst enabling them to make safe choices. 

 
 to enable all our children to develop to their full potential by providing a wide range of experiences of the highest 

quality whilst expecting the highest standards of achievement. 
 

 to welcome all children, from all faiths or none, and develop strong links between school, home parish and 
community. 

 

 to promote attitudes of mutual respect and responsibility among members of the school and wider community. 
 

 to encourage support and understanding for others who are in need. 
 

 to promote life skills which enable pupils to care for themselves and others financially and socially. 

 
 to promote children’s spiritual, moral, cultural and social development and fostering an attitude of respect towards 

faith, worship and praise. 
 
 

School Context 

St Mary’s C of E Primary School and Nursery is the only primary school within Shawbury. 80% of pupils live in the village. 
Most pupils are of single race White British origin and come from a wide range of economic backgrounds. 

 

Aims of Policy 
 

1) To support us in working towards a society where:- 

• there is a common vision and sense of belonging by all communities 

• diversity of people’s backgrounds and circumstances is appreciated and valued 
• strong and positive relationships exist and continue to be developed in the workplace, in schools and 

in the wider community 

• there is a clearly defined and widely shared sense of the contribution of different individuals and 
different communities to a future vision for a neighbourhood, city, region or country 

• there is a strong sense of an individual’s rights and responsibilities when living in a particular place – 
people know what everyone expects of them, and what they can expect in turn 

• those from different backgrounds have similar life opportunities, access to services and treatment 
• there is a strong sense of trust in institutions locally to act fairly in arbitrating between different 

interests and for their role and justifications to be subject to public scrutiny 

• there is a strong recognition of the contribution of both those who have newly arrived 
and those who already have deep attachments to a particular place, with a focus on 
what they have in common. 

• there are strong and positive relationships between people from different 
backgrounds in the workplace, in schools and other institutions within 
neighbourhoods 

 
 
 



 

 

 

2) To actively promote community cohesion in line with the Education and Inspections Act 2006 which we 
believe is entirely in line with our identity as a Christian faith school. 

 
3) To actively address issues of ‘how we live together’ and ‘dealing with difference’ however controversial 
and difficult they might sometimes seem. 

 

What is Community Cohesion? 
Our community consists of:- 

• the school community – the pupils it serves, their families and the school’s staff; 
• the community within which the school is located – the school in its geographical community and 

the people who live or work in that area; 

• the church community that we serve, both our immediate parish church of St Mary’s church and 
the wider group of churches from which our pupils come 

• the wider community of the cluster schools our area 

• the community of Britain - all schools are by definition part of this community; 

• The global community – formed by EU and international links. 
 

How does our school contribute towards community cohesion? 

• By planning activities and work aimed at supporting pupils from different ethnic or socioeconomic 
backgrounds 

• By teaching pupils to understand others, to promote common values and to value diversity, to 
promote awareness of human rights and of the responsibility to uphold and defend them, and to 
develop the skills of participation and responsible action. 

• By ensuring equal opportunities for all to succeed at the highest level possible, removing barriers 
to access and participation in learning and wider activities and eliminating variations in outcomes 
for different groups. 

• By providing a means for children, young people and their families to interact with people from 
different backgrounds and build positive relations, including links with different schools and 
communities locally, across the country and internationally. By promoting well-being, and 
contributing towards the Every Child Matters outcomes of ‘making a positive contribution’ , ‘enjoy 
and achieve’ and ‘achieving economic well-being’. 

• Integrating opportunities for discussing issues of identity and diversity across the curriculum. 
 

• By ensuring that teaching and learning reflects: 
 

o Lessons across the curriculum that promote common values and help pupils to value 
differences and to challenge prejudice and stereotyping – for example, opportunities in 
citizenship classes for pupils to discuss issues of identity and diversity and what it means 
‘to live together in the UK’. 

o A programme of curriculum based activities whereby pupils’ understanding of community 
and diversity is enriched through visits and meetings with members of different 
communities. 

o Support for pupils for whom English is an additional language (EAL) to enable them to 
achieve at the highest possible level in English. 

o An effective voice and involvement of pupils in the governance and organisation of the 
school in a way that teaches them to participate in and make a difference in school, in 
their local community and beyond. 

o A personalised curriculum that supports the needs and achievement of every child within 
our school. 

o Continuing to focus on securing high standards of attainment for all pupils from all ethnic 
backgrounds and of different socio-economic statuses, ensuring that pupils are treated 
with respect and supported to achieve their full potential. 

o Tracking and evaluating progress of different groups and effectively tackling 
underperformance by any particular group. 

 Effectively monitoring incidents of prejudice, bullying and harassment and whether pupils from 
particular groups are more likely to be excluded or disciplined than others 



 

 

 
 Our school admissions criteria acknowledge the importance of admission arrangements that 

promote community cohesion by giving priority to those children who live in the immediate vicinity 
of the school. 

 

What can we do to actively promote community cohesion? 

 

 We must seek to work more closely with the local community – both in the way we support local 
groups but also in the way they support us 

 Furthe developments of the current link with Holy Trinity Primary School, west Bromwich to 
embed the childrens’ understanding of the multicultural aspects of Britain 

 Develop further out links across Europe 

 Investigate ways of supporting and developing links with a third world country 
 

Linked documents: 

 
Equality of Opportunity Policy 

 

How is Community Cohesion managed, monitored and reported 
 

Overall responsibility for embracing Community Cohesion lies within the Governing Body. They will audit 
the current provision, the strengths and areas for improvement within school and, together with the head 
teacher and Senior Leadership Team, aim to increase the school’s role within Community Cohesion. 
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